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Introduction
One of the largest and most progressive porn networks on the planet has finally made the decision to
step into the toon world with Anime Ilustrated! So far their site is a bit small and focuses on illustrations
only but surely it's a good sign of things to come and a welcome addition to a huge network of top
quality smut.

Adult Review
Anime Illustrated is all about the hentai side of things - Japanese toon porn. The flights of sexual fancy and perversion make
this a rather delicious niche to delve into if you are tired of the same old thing in mainstream porn. If you think impossibly
large tits, hardcore BDSM, and vicious looking sex toys sound fascinating, Anime Illustrated might just hit the sweet spot for
you.
  
  Anime Illustrated is part of a much larger network, so when you land on the main member's area you might be a bit
overwhelmed by all of the options. To get to the site specific content, there's a link called Featured Series that will get you
right there.
  
  Aside from the initial confusion, Anime Illustrated is a very well designed hentai site that is a snap to get around. This is a
picture only site, which isn't all that rare in this particular niche - and with 202 sets and weekly updates there is plenty to go
around here.
  
  The action ranges from mild hentai, with just the oversized titties, to the freakishly hot, which usually ends up incorporating
cages, bondage, and horny aliens or demons. It might sound fucked up, because thankfully it is! 
  
  The picture sets range from 20 - 30 pictures per set - and although this might seem like a relatively small number, it's more
than enough to set the scene and show the conclusion of the intense action. The pictures are 1024x680, and although it would
have been great to have a zip download option, the galleries are well designed and easy to get around.
  
  These wild fantasies at Anime Illustrated also get some great perks - you get access to the Pimproll membership, which
means even more hentai to add to your collection. The bonus network contains not only more hentai sets, but also plenty of
hentai videos - along with thousands of more mainstream porn niche videos and 120 bonus sites.
  
  If you're looking for value for you money, Anime Illustrated is doing good. Although the site itself is picture only, you get
access to more anime porn videos within the network, along with weekly updates of the picture sets.

Porn Summary
Anime Illustrated is a picture only hentai site that captures some truly freaky perversions. With weekly updates and a bonus
network that contains even more hentai, it's hard to go wrong if you like what you see.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Animation offers a freedom that reality never can, the only limits of the sexual energy on this site are those
of imagination and ink'
Quality: 84  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 82
Support: 82 Unique: 83    Taste: 82        Final: 81
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